I wanted to tell a story using only certain facial features; each feature represents a separate emotion or reaction. It tells the story of a woman returning home, finding her husband cheating.
My inspiration for this piece came from my fascination with shadows and how they are similar, yet very different from reflections.
This was a trial and error process of using watercolor on vellum. I was really interested in vellum because of its smooth texture and its transparency. I drew an image of a woman on paper before this, then when tracing it onto the vellum, I decided that I would outline the shadows rather than color them in. I used very cool colors to supplement the facial emotion the woman was making.
This was a logo I made for my good friend's business. She wanted her brand to represent Hawaii but at the same time be very modern and youthful. I took her ideas and created this low-poly design of a pineapple.
This was a graphic I created to represent the idea of inevitability. I was corrected by my mom one day when I had said, “If I die” rather than “when I die.” The whole idea that death was inevitable got me really thinking about my future. I decided to make this concept less haunting and sad by referring to rain. I also created a pattern of umbrellas to create the idea of preparedness for the inevitable.
This is my self portrait or self introduction. I want to show my connection to Hawaii as well as my passion for soccer, through my love for art.
This was one of those design inspirations that hits you late at night and keeps you from sleeping. I got this strange idea for a book, where one olympic runner drugs his teammate’s drink at a bar, the night before their big race, so he’d win the gold. I came up with the concept “laced”, which was a play on words with running shoes and laced referring to drugs.
I’d love for my work to speak for itself, but here are more details on each piece anyway.

Temptation  This photo was taken in the beautiful “Valley of the Temples” in Kaneohe, Hawaii.

Bubble  My goal for this photo was to create a tension brought on by the impending popping of the bubble.

Decay  I took this photo because of the juxtaposition between the freshly fallen leaf and the decaying leaves surrounding it.

Monkeypod  I did a contour drawing to bring attention to the complexity of the branches.

Lotus  This is my representation of the idea that man aspires to recreate the beauty of nature.
This was my idea of a reading space and library that was both accessible and inviting. I was given a specific plot of land and trees, which were already placed. My concept was flow. I wanted things to flow in and out, a space that was open but still felt private.